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visibility p p h without generating a complex configuration
space to find a shortest collision-free path for a point. The
point is evaluated to find whether it can be used as a
reference to build up a feasible path for the mobile robot.
Szczerba et al. [3] compute a shortest path between two
distinct locations through a 2D or 3D environment
consisting of weighted region. Among all path planning
algorithms, two approaches [4, 51 have been proposed to
solve the robot path planning problems in the image plane
that have the same scheme as the proposed method. Their
main ideas are derived from mathematical morphology or
topology. But, our proposed method uses the 8-geomehy
maze routing algorithm for both the virtual obstacles
expansion method and the shortest path planning algorithm
In addition to the area of robot motion, there are some
other areas of path searching algorithm. For examples, the
routing of VLSI design problem [6], the path searching in
electronic chart display information systems (ECDIS) [7],
and the road map routing problem [8]. Most of these
algorithms are based on Lee’s routing algorithm and its
variations [9,10] in the grid plane. The popularity of Lee’s
algorithm lies in its simple, easy implementation and the
guarantee to find a shortest path if one exists. The
procedure of Lee’s algorithm can be described as a wave
propagation process. Two lists Land LI are defined to keep
track of the cells on the wave6ont (also called frontier
cells) and their neighboring cells respectively. Inserting the
source cell into list L initializes the search. After all the
neighboring cells in L are included in LI, the list LI is
processed so that an expanded wavefiont is found. Then
any cell in t is deleted if its entire neighboring cells have
been processed (updated) and L is updated by this new
wavefront. The search is terminated if the destination cell is
reached.
In the early stages, some fractal robots have been
implemented by Lee’s algorithm to route and plan their
motion in the grid space. But the algorithm allows only
rectilinear paths, thus its practical application is restricted.
Our algorithm solves this problem by using a suitable data
structure. Thus, our maze routing algorithm works in 4geomehy, 8-geo“y, or higher geometry and benefits
Lee’s two advantages that are obstacle independent and the

Abstract
A new path planning approachfor a mobile robot among
obstacles of arbitray shape is presented. This approach is
based on a higher geomehy maze routing algorithm.
Startingfrom a top view of a workspace with obstacles, the
so-called free workspace is first obtained by virtually
capanding the obstacles in the image. Afer that, the 8geomerty maze routing algorithm is applied to obtain a
shortest collision-free path. The proposed method is not
only able to search a shoriest path with rotation scheme
but also capable to rotate the robot configratian topass a
narrow passage intelligently. The time complexity of the
algorithm is O m , where N is the number ofpixels in the
free workpace. Funhennare, for many researchers who
work on dynamic collision avoidance for multiple
autonomous robots and optimal path searching among
various terrains (weighted regiom), the concept af this
algorithm can be applied fasolve these problems.
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INTRODUCTION
Motion planning problem is to determine a path of a
mobile robot 60m its source (initial) position to a
destination (goal) position through a workspace populated
with obstacles. The desired path is a shortest-time path
where no collisions between the robot and the obstacles. If
the robot has constant speed and instantaneousacceleration,
the planniig problem reduces to finding a shortest
collision-he path. If we let A represent a moving rigid
robot, then the path planning problem for A can be
formulated as follows: Given the geometric descriptions of
a moving robot and obstacles in a bounded region, a source
cell (expressed by S) and a destination cell (expressed by
D) of the moving robot A, determine if there exist a
continuous collision-freepath,
from S to D, and if so
plansuchapath[l].
Up to now, many approaches have been proposed to solve
this problem. Among them, some of approaches are related
to our approach. For example, Jiang et al. [Z] use a
0-7803-7759-1/03l$17.W 02003 IEEE
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guarantee to obtain the shortest path if one exists.
The maze routing algorithm is applied in the path
searching algorithm and it also virtually expands the
obstacles with limited radius propagation. When comparing
with other methods in the images plane [4, 51, three
advantages are listed. (1) The algorithm can be easily
extended to multiple robots in one workspace since the cost
function, the arriving time, of each cell in the desired path
has been determined. The collision detection and avoidance
for those robots can he achieved based on the simulation of
multiple robots with their configuration domains and space
marking of the collision area. Thus, dynamic collision
avoidance for multiple autonomous robots is feasible with
no extra work (2) The algorithm is able to search the
optimal path among various terrains (weighted regions)
such as having both rough and smooth terrains in the same
workspace. (3) Furthermore, our algorithm can intelligently
rotate a mobile robot to pass a narrow passage with the
shortest path planning algorithm that their approach cannot
accomplish.
This paper proposes a new maze routing algorithm with
pixel-based scheme [I 11 that significantly improves Lee's
2-geometry (4-directional) routing to 8-geomehy (16directional) routing. To reduce the intensive computation of
the solid robot model, the original path searching algorithm
is simplified by the geometric relationship of a single cell
object and all of the obstacles (including virtual obstacles),
or several checkpoints and all of the obstacles. Thus, the
result has the m e time.and space complexities O(N) as
Lee's algorithm, The algorithm is similar to the breadth
first search algorithm until the time of arrival of the planar
cells is completed or the given condition is reached. The
computation of the optimal path finding is not as extensive
as the gmph scheme since the problem is independent of
the shapes of the obstacles and no pre-processing effort is
required to construct a suitable search structure.

required data structures are first presented. The detailed
method of each step will be described after this.
The &geometry Maze Routing Algorithm
For an m x n rectangular grid of N cells, a cells data
structure has a finite set of values and indicates which cells
constitute obstacles at the very least. The A-geometry
allows edges with the angles of id,?, for all i, A=2,4,8 and
00 corresponding to rectilinear, 45', 22.5" and Euclidean
geometries respectively [12]. For a 2-geomehy
neighborhood, we are only interested in the cells above,
below, to the left and to the right of a cell, that is, all of the
cells that are distance 1 unit from the center cell. For a 4geometry neighborhood, we are interested in eight cells that
have distances of 1 and b units 60m the center cell as
shown in part of Figure 1.
In the 8-geometry neighborhood, each ceIl has 24 related
neighbors. The distance of the 24-cell connected neighborhoods to the center cell is shown in Figure 1. There are 16
solid-line reachable neighbors required to compute for each
move. However, the eight dashed-line reachable neighbors
do not need to calculate since they can be extended by the
next computation and will be computed in the next move.
Comparing with a 4-geometry and an %geometry neighborhood, the latter has twice the selective directions than the
4-geomehy neighborhood Thus, we implement the 8geometry maze routing algorithm in our proposed method.

PROPOSED METHOD
The path planning problem involves several steps: First of
all, take a top view image of the workspace or an image
from the workspace arrangement. Secondly, the smallest
circumscribing circle for the robot is obtained and the
center of the circle will be considered as a single cell object
to simulate the robot motion. This allows us to use a robot
of any shape. After that, the obstacles are virtually
expanded a radius, VR, by the virtual obstacles expansion
method. Finally, by the maze routing algorithm one can
easily obtain the shortest path for the robot motion. Both
algorithms are based on the 8-geometry maze routing
algorithm. To be more precise, a multiple circles model is
generated to reduce the difference between the single circle
model and robot configuration for dealing with some
special-shaped robots hy rotation scheme.
In the following subsections the 8-geometry maze routing
algorithm, the core algorithm for this approach, and its

Figure 1. An 8-geomehy cell C
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The required data structures for the proposed method are
mainly a cells data structure, and some buckets and linked
list?,.

Cells Data Structure. In the formatting of the cell
structure of a m t e r plane, the number of data fields is
flexible for meeting the requirements of the problem. There
are four parameters for cell storage, that is, F/O, AT, Vis
and Dir. The F/O(Free workspace or Obstack) parameter
distinguishes whether a cell is an obstacle, the value is
553

by the increase of a certain number of buckets.
For the convenience to understand the concept of our
algorithm, the 8-geomehy maze routing is described as a
function with one terrain. This is also for the simplicity of
our presentation since both the virtual obstacles expansion
method and the shoflest path planning algorithm will call it
later.

infinity, or in the fiee workspace where the value is 1 for
smooth terrain. If the F/Oparameter of any area has a finite
value between 1 and infinity, we are working on the
optimal path among various terrains. The AT (time of
arrival) parameter stores the time needed to travel from the
source cell to the current cell and its initial value is infinity.
The third parameter Vis (Visited) distinguishes whether the
cell has been visited or not and its initial Boolean value is
false. The fourth parameter Dir keeps @ack of which
direction the previous cell move to and causes the
minimum AT value. There are total 16 different directions
for each single move and its initial value is 0000. The cells’
initial values are illustrated in Figure 2, where the black
cells represent obstacles and the white cells represent free
workspace areas.

Function 1: 8-geomet~ymaze-routing(S,D)
Step 1:
Step 1.1: Insert the source cell S into the TL and update
the source cell‘s Visjjto true.
Step 1.2: Insert the indices of the source cell into the &.
Step 2: For each cell in the U*, update the AT,, values
of its neighboring cells.
Step 2.1: If the destination cell D is removed from the
L L e , then break the function.
Step 2.2: Remove the indices of the first cell CiJfrom the
front end of the L L e .
Step 2.3: Update the time of arrival, ATU, of the 8
geomefry neighbors of cell C,. For each C,’s
neighbor Ci.J.,if the cell’s F/Oi,= cc then

Figure 2. Cells data structure.
Buckets and Linked Lists. For an m x n grid of cells, the
first step in the algorithm is to input a source cell and a
destination cell. According to the algorithm, the AT value
of the source cell is 0 and the indices of the source cell S
will be inserted into the h t bucket, &. The remaining
cells that spread fiom S will be inserted into their
corresponding buckets according to their AT values. For a
single terrain problem, the AT value of any cell would be
increased at most by & from its neighboring cell. The
number of decimal digits in the irrational numbers,
fi and & , is determined by the total number of cells on
the grid plane. Therefore, the number of buckets can be
reduced to four (&, U , ,LLl and U,)
for the purpose of
recycling since the updated cells would be inserted into one
of the next three buckets. In addition, a temporary list TL is
applied to the algorithm to store the indices (i,j> of visited
cells until all of the cells in the current bucket have updated
their neighboring cells.
As a whole, there are mainly three different aspects
between our higher geometry algorithm and the other 2geometry algorithms. (1) Buckets are introduced to control
the propagation of several non-equal (singlestep) cost
funm’ons to a uniform propagation without a series of
sorting process. (2) The Vis parameter is introduced to
make sure that each cell is inserted into the TL exactly
once. Due to these two aspects, the algorithm keeps a linear
time complexity. (3) The WO parameter is introduced for
various terrains prohlem, in which the cost function of
those cells in the specific area is divided by the value of its
F/Oparameter. The uniform wave propagation can be done
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Step 2.4 Iterations.
IfU*is
not empty, then repeat steps 2.
Step 3: Insert the cells’ indices of the TL into their
correspondingbuckets.
Step 3.1: For all the indices in the TL,remove indices (i,])
from intoqAT,Jbd4.
Step 3.2: If the Iz is empty, then update the inda value
by index = (index+l)mod 4.
Step 4 Iterations
If two consecutive buckets are not empty, then
repeat step 2.
Fl‘TD {Function of 8-geometly-maze-routing).
The function Update-AT&cPrr((i, 17, new- ATiJ, Dirij)
updates the value of AT,, and Dir,, if new- ATJ is smaller
and also inserts the indices of C, into the bucket TL if Vis,,
is false also update Vis, to true. After executing the
function of 8-geometry maze routing algorithm, the AT,,
values of all the cells between the source cell and the
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destination cell are uniformly propagated and updated to
tbeir minimum values.
An Initial Approach
AAer taking the image of the workspace, we need to do an
initial process of the robot configuration and the obstacles
to obtain the free workspace. The configuration of a rigid
robot contains many cells in a raster plane. We will focus
on a specific cell and its corresponding cells (checkpoints)
if the robot is considered as a single cell object. Thus, the
intensive computation of the solid object is avoided. Given
a robot of any shape in the workspace, we can circumscribe
a smallest circle around the entire robot configuration. This
is so called the single circle model. The conventional
method stores the robot image into a l i e d list and
computes the mean values of the x and y coordinates as the
approximated center of the circle. This center cell of the
robot can be simply considered as a single cell object for
the robot motion and the radius of the circle is exactly the
width of the virtual obstacles, VR, which will be applied to
the virtual obstacles expansion.
When comparing the area of the single circle model with a
long rectangular or L-shaped robot, the difference is
significant. More practically, a multiple circles model robot
is generated for dealing with some special-shaped robots.
For the multiple circles model, the centers of the circles for
each block are considered as the checkpoints. The
maximum value of those smallest circumscribing radii is
considered as the width of the virtual obstacles. The
movement of a single cell object of this model is still
obtained by the single circle model. For example, four
circles cover a robot configuration as shown in Figure 3@).
The centers of the four circles are considered as the
checkpoints to verify whether the robot configuration
interferes with the obstacles or not. For instance, the robot
is able to move from cell C, to cell C,s. that means all four
coordinates of those circles do not interfere with all of the
obstacles (including the virtual obstacles). Comparing
Figure 3(a) with 3@), the multiple circles model is more
precise and practical.

frontier cells. The virtual obstacles can be expanded by
beating each frontier cell, the boundary cell of obstacles, as
a special case of source (initial) cell with limited
propagation (expansion) radius. More precisely, each
fiontier cell is expanded in an 8-geomehy fashion until the
AT (time of arrival) values of the wavefront cells are
greater than or equal to VR. Then, those cells, which AT
values are less than VR are defmed as virtual obstacles. The
difference hetween the virtual obstacles and real obstacles
is that the real obstacles have AT, = m and the virtual
obstacles have
i VR, where [ A G J~ means the floor
of the A c j value. But, both of them have the same NOij
value that ism (infinity).

lq]

Fundion 2: Virtual obstades expansion
Initially, set speed = 1 celL/unit-time, therefore the ATvalue
hasthesameunitasvirtualradius, VR.
Step 1: Obtain the frontier cells fiom the obstacies.
For each frontier cell (Ci&,,,- insertthe
,,,)C
(,
into a linked list YL if its F/O, value is infinity and
at least one of its 8 neighbors, Ci.i,, is in the free
space.
Step 2: For each frontier cell (C,)*&
in the linked list VL.
Step 2.1: Call function of 8-geomehy maze routing:The
maze-routing function is modified to fit the
following condition. If any cell C, in the
current bucket that AT^]> VR,then break the

function. Meanwhile, set the Boolean value of
the Vir, back tof0se for all the propagated cell
C, in the free workspace.
step 2.2: Iterations
If YL is not empty, then repeat step 2.
Step 3: For each cell Cij, if
15 V R then set WO,

AT^

value to m, else if VR c AT,< m then reinitialize
A Z j = m.
END {Functionof virtual obstacles expansion}
The initial approach can he Summarized as follows:
(I) Determine the width, length of robot configuration, the
speed of the robot, and the coordinates of source cell S
and destination cell D.Also, obtain the radius of the
smallest circle surrounding the robot.
(2) Decide to work on the single circle or multiple circles
model.
(3) Execute the single circle or multiple circles methods
based on (2). The multiple circles model simplifies a
robot as a single cell object and several checkpoints.
(4) Call the function of virtual obstacles expansion to
obtain the virtual obstacles.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. The single cirde model and multiple circles model

for a robot configuration.

The Shortest Path Planning Algorithm
In this subsection, we apply the circles model, virtual
obstacles expansion method, and the maze routing
algorithm to the shortest path planning algorithm. The

After that, the obstacles are virtually expanded according
to the size of VR. In this virtual obstacles expansion
method, all the boundary cells of obstacles with at least one
of the cell's neighbor in the fiee space are defined as the
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geometry maze routing has 16 different selective directions).
Thus, all of the direction changed (step by step) for a cell
between DiJand Di.ji.must verify all of their checkpoints to
ensure that no interferencebetween robot configuration and
all of the obstacles occurred. This means the robot will not
interfere with the obstacles if it moves fiom the cell C, to
Cis., where the Ci,. is propagated by the maze routing
algorithm.

proposed method searches the shortest path in free
workspace based on the interference detection between a
single cell object and its corresponding checkpoints if
neceswy, and all of the obstacles (including virtual
obstacles).
Algorithm 1: The shortest path planning algorithm

Initialization:
For each cell, Cu(F/Oi,, AT,, Visu, Diru), in an m x n
raster plane, the initial values are defined as shown in
Figure 2, wh& 0 2 i2 m-1, 0 < j S n-1.
Step 1: Execute the initial approach.
Step 2: call 8-geomefry-maze-fouting (S,0)to obtain the
time of arrival (Ar) between the source cell and the
destination cells.
Step 3: Trace back
If the ATG value of the destination cell is iniimity,
rehlm the error message: ‘There is no existing
path”. Otherwise trace a shortest path from the Dir
of the destination cell until the source cell is
reached Reverse them to obtain the shortest path

I

Figure 4. Illustrations of robot rotation using the single circle
model and the multiple cirdes model.

k.

END {The shortest path planning algorithm}
The running time of the single circle model for both
virmal obstacles expansion method and path searching
algorithm is only a fraction of a second for a modest PC in
a 400 x 300 raster plane. The time complexity for the
multiple circles model is increased to q s N ) since it has s
number of checkpoits.

SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the correclness and performance, we have
implemented this approach using the single circle and
multiple circles model in the image plane as shown in
Figures 5 , 6 and 7. In these image planes, the rectangular or
triangular object represents robot configuration. Black
areas represent the obstacles, and white areas represent the
vittnal obstacles. Figures S(a), 6(a), and 7(a) show the
source positions S and the destination positions D for the
robot. Figures 5@) and 6(b) show the expanded virtual
obstacles and the obtained shortest paths by using the
single circle models without rotation and with rotation
scheme, respectively. The simulation result for the multiple
circles model is shown in Figure 7@). It shows that ow
algorithm can intelligently rotate a mobile robot to pass a
narrow passage with the shortest path planning algorithm,
which other image methods cannot accomplish.

The Shortest Path Planning with Rotation Scheme
The robot motion will be much closer to a real object
movement if the rotation scheme is applied. But most of the
path searching algorithms, only consider a robot as a point,

same as the single circle model, to simplify the problem.
The rotation scheme for the robdt configuration using the
single circle model is depicted as shown in Figure 4(a). For
some special-shaped robot configuration, the path
generated by the single circle model may not be the optimal
one if the robot i s only considered as a point. For instance,
when a robot with a long and s b y configuration is to
pass a narrow passage, the approach may consider it is
impassable since the diameter of the circle is larger than the
width of entrance. Therefore, the multiple circles model
with rotation scheme is introduced, which is much more
practical, and is depicted as shown in Figure 4@). This
makes the robot’s long arm can pass the passage by rotating
with a proper angle.
’ b o rotation concepts are implemented in this scheme.
First, while the robot is rotated, the long axis of the
configuration, ot moving axis, always keeps parallel to the
path, which emulates the most of the real object movement
as shown in Figure 6. Second, for a mnltiple circles model
with rotation scheme, an extra Boolean parameter
P(ang/e)u is added in the cells data structure (the 8-

I

Figure 5. An illustration of the shortest path and the virtual
obstacles (white area) for a mobile robot using the
single circle model.
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to handle multiple robots and dynamic obstacles among
various terrains in one workspace.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6. An illustration of the shortest path and the virtual
obstacles (white area) for a mobile robot using the
single circle model with rotation scheme.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. An illustration of the shortest paM to pass a narrow
passage for a mobile mbot using the multiple
circles model with rotation scheme.
CONCLUSIONS
An 8-geometry maze routing algorithm for planning
shortest path in an image workspace with obstacles of
arbitrary shapes has been presented. In this approach, the
single cell object travels along the shortest path in the grid
plane without any collision. For the multiple circles model,
the checkpoints of the single cell object are ensured to be
collision-fiee with all of the obstacles. As a whole, the
algorithm is very efficient comparing with other methods
since no pre-processing to consbct a suitahle search graph
is required. The proposed method is able to intelligently
rotate the robot configuration to pass a narrow passage. In
addition, the algorithm is capable to search optimal path
among various terrains (weighted regions).
In the future, the proposed algorithm will be implemented
in volume to solve the path planning problems for 3D robot
motions, which will be more practical in reality.
Furthermore. the path planning algorithm can be extended
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